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ABSTRACT

Substantial phonetic work exists both on long-
distance phonological processes and on incomplete
neutralization for segments, but not for tone. To
help fill these gaps, we re-analyze Myers et al.
2018’s Luganda production experiment on high tone
spans derived by distinct phonological processes.
They found differences in peak delay between
two kinds of surface-identical high tone spans.We
build on their analysis by analyzing the shape of
the whole high span f0 trajectory using functional
data analysis (FDA) and generalized additive mixed
models (GAMMs). A previous reanalysis suggested
the tone spans also differ in degree of sag in their
plateau. We found this wasn’t supported with
different f0 normalization and incorporating richer
random effects in trajectory shapes with GAMMs,
although GAMMs supported different rise shapes to
the plateau. In addition to addressing an empirical
gap, we thus provide a cautionary tale on studying
incomplete neutralization in dynamic trajectories.

Keywords: Tone, phonetics-phonology interface,
incomplete neutralization, FDA, GAMMs

1. INTRODUCTION

A string of like-tones in the surface representation,
e.g., a high tone span, can arise from multiple
phonological tonal spreading processes. For
example, [1] describes high tone spans in Luganda
derived from three different spreading processes, as
schematized in Fig. 1. Tones in Luganda are either
high (H) or low (L), with both lexical and boundary
tones. HH spans are high tone plateaus, which occur
between two lexical high tones that spread to all
of the syllables between them (subject to syntactic
conditioning). LH spans occur when there is a
low tone followed by a lexical high tone within a
phrase and the high tone spreads leftward. LL high
tone spans occur when there are no lexical high
tones but instead an intonational H% that spreads
leftward. Our current investigation does not focus
on an additional "short" span discussed in [1], HL,

but we include it in our replication of [2].
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Figure 1: Relevant high tone span types in
Luganda from [1], each derived by different tone
spreading processes.

There is some work on the phonetic
implementation of sequences of like-tones in
languages with lexical and/or grammatical tone
where each tone bearing unit (TBU) in the tone span
is already specified in the underlying representation
(e.g., in Yoruba and Mandarin [3, 4]). But [1] is,
to our knowledge, the only instrumental study of
like-tone spans arising from different spreading
processes. It offers a case study for exploring
whether underlying phonological contrasts are
incompletely neutralized in spans with the same
surface tones, in line with findings of incomplete
neutralization of segmental contrasts.

There is a proliferation of studies of segmental
incomplete neutralization, as evidenced by the
feasibility of [5]’s meta-analysis of fourteen studies
of German final devoicing alone. In contrast,
there are just a handful of studies of incomplete
neutralization of tonal processes, and these seem
to be limited to a few Chinese varieties. Unlike
the point-based acoustic measures of interest in
segmental studies of incomplete neutralization such
as in devoicing or flapping, the acoustic object of
interest in tonal studies is the f0 trajectory shape.
Statistical methods for analyzing shape components
of trajectories, e.g., smoothing spline ANOVAs,
functional data analysis (FDA) [6], and generalized
additive mixed effects models (GAMMs) [7], have
enabled prosodic analyses to address f0 trajectory
shape in addition to f0-based measures at inflection
points [8, 9, 10, 11], a.o., including in studies of
incomplete neutralization in tonal sandhi [12, 13].

[1] focused on f0 turning points and pointwise
measures in their analysis of high tone spans in
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Luganda, which characterized the timing and f0
excursion size of the rise into and fall out of the high
f0 plateau. They found that the lexical spans (e.g.
HH and LH) have similar normalized f0 levels, HH
and LH spans have a long plateau between f0 rise
and fall, and that intonational span (LL) f0 contours
are below those of the lexical spans (see Fig. 4).
[1] also found that LH spans have more peak delay
(with respect to the onset of the syllable initiating the
H span) relative to all other classes, and took this
as evidence that underlying phonological contrasts
are not fully neutralized between LH and HH spans,
which differ only in whether the initial syllable of
the H span is underlyingly H-toned or not.

Figure 2: An HH token with noticeable sag in its
f0 plateau, figure adapted from [1], Fig. 4

While [1] did not analyze the f0 trajectory over
the high f0 plateau, a re-analysis of the same
data from [1] in [2, 14] noticed that exemplar f0
contours of HH and LH spans in [1] both showed
"sag" (a dip) in the middle of the plateau, with a
greater degree of sag for the HH tokens (Fig. 2).
This "sag" is reminiscent of the description of a
"sagging" transition between two high tone targets
in American English intonation in [15] that is a
function of the distance between them, with greater
distance resulting in a greater degree of sag, see also
[16, 17]. [2, 14] used FDA to characterize shape
components of the high tone plateau f0 trajectories
and provided additional evidence for incomplete
neutralization between HH and LH spans, due to
more sag in the plateau of HH spans than LH spans.

This paper shows that: (i) [2, 14]’s finding of a
difference in the degree of sag of the high plateaus of
HH and LH span is not supported with the addition
of richer random effects structures, (ii) but that
GAMMs support a difference in the shape of the
rise trajectory into the plateau which could have a
perceptual effect [18] consistent with [1]’s reported
acoustic LH-HH peak delay difference. We also
make a methodological contribution in providing a
case study of the effect of researcher degrees of

freedom in assessing incomplete neutralization, an
issue raised in [5]’s meta-analysis of German final
devoicing. Specifically, the findings about sag and
incomplete neutralization are greatly impacted by
the choices of including speaker or item as random
effects and of normalizing f0 by speaker or token.

2. METHODS

We re-analyzed the recordings of 10 native speakers
of Luganda from [1], also analyzed in [2, 14].
Data consisted of approximately 20 sentences per
span type for each of the four span types (the 3
shown in Fig. 1 in addition to the short span HL)
for a total of 80 items. All items were elicited
from all 10 speakers, and [1] included 798 tokens
for analysis in total. We additionally discarded 4
HL tokens with span durations greater than 3SD
higher than the mean HL span duration, and 1 LL
token with heavy laryngealization. We followed
the data pre-processing procedure in [2, 14]. F0
measurements were extracted using speaker-specific
f0 floors and ceilings with STRAIGHT implemented
in VoiceSauce [19]. A handful of clear gross
f0 tracking errors were manually corrected. For
both FDA and GAMMs, the analysis window was
the span duration—the interval from the rise onset
through the fall offset marked in Praat TextGrids
[20] from [1] (Fig. 2).

FDA studies of f0 contours have varied in how
they process f0, e.g., raw f0 values in Hz [9],
conversion to semitones and centering about the
mean within each token [12, 13], and by-speaker
z-score normalization [10, 11]. While [2, 14]
followed [12, 13]’s within-token mean-centering,
[1] used by-speaker z-score normalization. For
comparison to previous analyses of [1]’s data, we
therefore ran parallel analyses with both types of
f0 transformation for FDA and GAMMs. Span
type contrasts were defined as treatment contrasts
with HH-span as the reference level, since we were
interested in comparing the LH-span (and other span
types) to the HH-span. Statistical significance was
assessed at an α-level of 0.05.

Data analysis was done in R [21]. Like in
[2, 14], FDA was implemented with the fda package
[6] on the full data set, including HL spans, B-
spline basis functions were used for smoothing
F0 measurements and parameterizing the principal
components, and mixed effects regressions were
conducted using lme4 [22] and lmerTest [23].
For the long span subset (we obtained the same
pattern of results with the full data set) we built
GAMMs with by-speaker z-scored f0 values or
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by-token centered f0 values (30 evenly spaced
samples, with normalized time defined as proportion
of span duration) as the dependent variable, span
and duration as parametric variables, an interaction
between proportion of span duration and span type,
and random smooths of proportion of span duration
for participants and items with mgcv [7]. We
corrected for autocorrelation in the residuals (due to
the non-independence of time series data) and heavy
tails in the distribution of measurements observed in
GAMMs diagnostics by including an autoregressive
(AR1) model and specifying a scaled-t distribution
[24]. We coded the interaction between proportion
of span duration and span type as nominal factor
difference smooths for itsadug [25] visualization
of f0 trajectory shape differences, and as ordered
factor difference smooths for inferential tests on
the difference between spans relative to the HH
reference level [26]. Further details for data
processing and modeling (including for other span
type comparisons besides HH vs. LH), can be found
in the OSF repository at https://osf.io/p4gj5/?view_
only=95e88cf6724447fc93eb8684723762b6.

3. RESULTS

3.1. FDA

We first replicated [2, 14]’s FDA procedure using
within-token f0 centering and data from all four tone
spans. FDA with by-speaker z-scored f0 values
instead resulted in a fourth functional principal
component (PC4) (5.8% of variability in data, see
Fig. 3) that looked nearly identical to the PC3
indexing sag in [2, 14]. A higher coefficient for these
PCs indexes a decrease in degree of sag.

A mixed effects logistic regression model in [14,
2] with span type as the dependent variable, the
PCs as non-interacted fixed effects, and a by-speaker
random intercept showed that more sag (as indexed
by a PC like in Fig. 3) significantly increased
the probability of HH relative to an LH span.
However, once we also included by-item random
intercepts, none of the PCs reached significance for
classifying span type. Similarly, for the by-speaker
f0 normalized data, the PC4 sag component was
significant when only by-speaker random intercepts
were included, but no PCs were significant when
by-item intercepts were included (the model didn’t
converge with both types of random intercepts).

Since incomplete neutralization studies typically
estimate potential differences in acoustic measures
between different categories, we also ran linear
regressions with each of the sag components
(PC3 for by-token centering; PC4 for by-speaker
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Figure 3: PC4 from by-speaker f0 normalization
indexes a sag shape component nearly identical
to one found in [2, 14] with within-token f0
centering. The minus sign curve indicates the
effect on the resulting curve when the PC’s
coefficient is decreased, and the plus sign curve
shows the effect when it is increased.

normalization) as the dependent variable, span type
interacted with span duration as the fixed effects,
and random intercepts by-speaker and by-item
(random slopes models did not converge). For the
by-token centering model, all span types, duration,
and span type-duration interactions were significant.
In particular, for the LH vs. reference level HH
contrast, the sag component coefficient was higher
for LH (less sag) than HH spans, particularly for
shorter span durations. However, for the by-
speaker normalization model, the LH vs. HH span
contrast was marginal (β=11.2, (SE 3.5), t = 1.8,
p = 0.07) and its interaction with duration was
insignificant. Thus, while both f0 normalization
choices showed the same direction of effects for
the sag component, they differed in whether LH
vs. HH span significantly affected the degree of sag.
Regression diagnostics indicated non-normality—
a heavy-tailed distribution for both linear models,
which we addressed with GAMMs.

3.2. GAMMs

With richer random effects structures in GAMMs
(by-speaker and by-item adjustments for trajectory
shape), as well as corrections for heavy tails and the
non-independence of f0 values within the same time
course, differences in the degree of sag between the
LH and HH spans are not supported with either f0
normalization choice. Estimated GAMMs partial
effects for the two kinds of normalization are in
Fig. 4.

The LL span trajectory is clearly lower than
other span trajectories, as found in [1]. The
overlapping confidence intervals between the LH
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Figure 4: Estimated GAMMs partial effects of
span type among long spans. (top) by-speaker z-
scores (top); (bottom) by-token centered st.

and HH span plateaus indicate a lack of support
for differences in trajectory shape in the plateau
(formally assessed by non-significance of the LH-
HH ordered factor difference smooths), but suggest
potential differences in the rise/fall. We can
better visualize the regions of differences with the
difference smooths between LH and HH shown in
Fig. 5. The difference smooth for by-speaker z-
scores shows that significant differences between
the LH and HH spans occur only in the rise to the
plateau—the dashed region at 22-24% of the H span
duration—but the difference smooth for by-token
centered st. shows that significant differences occur
only in the fall out of the plateau, at about 80% of the
H span duration. While the robustness of these small
differences at the contour edges is unclear, they
demonstrate the impact of normalization choice.

By combining Figs. 4, 5, we can see that the tiny
shape difference between the by-speaker z-scored
LH and HH spans is that the LH span rise into the
plateau bulges out more (a "domey" shape) than the
straighter HH span rise (perceptually consistent with
[1]’s peak delay difference finding [18]). But for by-
token centered st., the difference is that the LH span
fall bulges out downward more than the straighter
HH span fall. (Differences at the end are likely an
artifact of edge effects in f0 estimation.)
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Figure 5: GAMMs estimated differences for LH
span trajectories relative to HH ones; pointwise
95% CIs shown as shaded bands; by-speaker z-
scored f0 (top); by-token centered st. (bottom)

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

GAMMs do support incomplete neutralization
between LH and HH spans through small but
consistent f0 differences. However, the effect of
f0 standardization choice on whether the difference
was in the rise or fall demonstrates the impact
of analysis choices in incomplete neutralization
studies. It’s not obvious that one choice is more
theoretically-motivated than the other. Together,
with our failure to replicate the difference in degree
of sag between the two spans reported in [2, 14] with
richer random effects structures, these results show
the need for caution in interpreting implications
for phonological representations based on small
phonetic implementation differences. As we have
shown, even where phonetic differences appear to
be statistically significant, different methodological
choices can result in non-significant effects. A
broader concern is that even statistically significant
differences in phonetic implementation do not
necessarily support the existence of underlying
phonological contrasts [27]. Irrespective of
incomplete neutralization effects, our trajectory-
shape analyses enrich our understanding of the very
limited data available on like-tone spans arising
from different spreading processes.
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